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PROJECT
SUMMARY
The most well-known ISIS terrorist atrocities in
Europe, including the 2015 Paris and 2016 Brussels
attacks, saw individuals who in the past had been
involved in organised crime and illegal trade
graduate to the ranks of the world’s most successful
terrorist organisation. It is now widely assumed
that Europe’s terrorists are no longer radicals first
and foremost but criminals who turned to political
violence at some stage throughout their ordinary
crime careers. Thus, the threat emanating from the
“crime-terror nexus” hangs over Europe.
GLOBSEC, an independent, non-partisan, nongovernmental organisation that aims to shape
the global debate on foreign and security policy,
responded to this threat by developing, with funding
from the first round of the PMI Impact initiative1,
a research and advocacy project aimed at addressing
the “crime-terror nexus” in Europe. The project, titled
From Criminals to Terrorists and Back?, will:

⊲⊲ collect, collate and analyse data on terrorism
convicts from 11 EU countries with the highest
number of arrests for terrorism offences (Austria,
Belgium, Bulgaria, France, Germany, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, the UK).
The project team will investigate whether these
individuals had prior criminal connections and, if
so, whether a specific connection to illegal trade
is a precursor to terrorism and to what extent
this trade funds terrorism. In short, the study will
check whether the crime-terror nexus exists and
how strong it truly is.
⊲⊲ disseminate project findings at high-profile
GLOBSEC Strategic Forums (GLOBSEC Bratislava
Forum, TATRA Summit, Chateau Bela conferences)
and other internationally acclaimed gatherings that
attract decision-makers, experts, private sector,
and law-enforcement representatives while also
incorporating their expert level feedback into our
work.
⊲⊲ help
shape
and
strengthen
European
counterterrorism efforts by providing tailor-made
solutions to combat the crime-terror nexus and
terrorist financing via education and awareness
and advocacy efforts involving decision-makers
and security stakeholders in the 11 examined
countries. This line of activity directly links
the project to the widely acclaimed work of
the GLOBSEC Intelligence Reform Initiative
(GIRI), which is led by former U.S. Secretary of
Homeland Security Michael Chertoff and involved
in developing and promoting more effective
transatlantic counterterrorism solutions.

1
This publication was funded by PMI IMPACT, a grant award initiative of Philip Morris International (“PMI”). In the performance of its research, the Grantee
maintained full independence from PMI. The views and opinions expressed in this document are those of the Grantee and do not necessarily reflect the views
of PMI. Responsibility for the information and views expressed in this publication lies entirely with the Grantee. Neither PMI, nor any of its affiliates, or persons
acting on their behalf may be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained herein.
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FROM CRIMINALS TO
TERRORISTS AND BACK?
The findings of this report are based on a dataset
of 225 cases of individuals about whom the authors
were able to collect open-source data between
September 2017 and June 2018. Of these, 197 are
jihadi terrorists and 28, effectively comprising the
project’s control group, are far-left or nationalist
Greek terrorists. The data collection will continue
and a year from now (September 2019), the authors
will unveil the final report on this GLOBSEC-led
project, including more cases of jihadi and non-jihadi
European terrorists.
The aforementioned 225 were arrested for
terrorism offences in 2015 (and later convicted),
expelled from a given country because of their
alleged terrorism links, or died while executing
terrorist attacks in the 11 examined EU countries—
Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, France, Germany,
Greece, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, the
UK—i.e., those that reported more than 20 terrorism
arrests to Europol that year. Moreover, around
a quarter of the individuals amongst the jihadi group
in the current dataset are former foreign terrorist
fighters (FTFs), who were arrested or expelled
after returning to Europe or killed while staging
terrorist attacks. Focusing on different groups of
European terrorists active in what arguably could
be called “the peak year of European jihad” gives
a more comprehensive picture of the scale and
particularities of the terrorist threat to Europe.
As mentioned in the project’s Kick-Off Report,1 since
the beginning of the project, data collection has
concentrated on terrorism arrestees as reported to
Europol by the EU Member States. As the project
developed, the team commenced collection of
information in more categories so that the authors
could provide a broader picture of “the state
of European jihad.” Thus, the database of 197
individuals includes several groups, or subsets,
depending on what happened to them in 2015 (See
Fig. 1). The prevailing majority of 120 individuals
were arrested and later convicted. A subset of
29 individuals were killed by security forces or
committed suicide while staging attacks. A further
20 suspects were expelled from EU Member
States, designated as a threat to national security.
This approach has been most often utilised by Italy,
but not exclusively. The database includes a sample
of 28 suspects who are still at large and are sought

by security authorities, 15 of which have already
been convicted in absentia.
Expelled
for threat
to national
security 20
Killed while
staging
attacks 29

197
European
Jihadi Terrorists
Still at large
in time
of data
collection 28
Arrested 120

Figure 1: 197 European jihadi terrorists

The phenomenon of the crime-terror nexus, i.e.,
the scale of the overlap between the two milieus in
Europe and the intensity of their interconnections,
is at the heart of the report and all of the activities
performed by GLOBSEC and its partners in the 11
EU countries within the framework of this project.
However, GLOBSEC’s multifaceted focus on different
subsets of European terrorists and disciplined and
thorough data collection allow for a broader analysis
of the phenomenon of jihadi terrorism threatening
Europe. Thus, this report should also be seen as
GLOBSEC’s take on “the state of European jihad”
and an attempt to map out its features (See Fig. 2).
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The report takes a bird’s-eye view of the issues at
hand and treats jihadi terrorism as a threat to the
whole of Europe and not just a set of particular EU
Member States. The authors, therefore, stress the
commonalities amongst the subjects of the report
and, whenever possible and justified by the findings,
also the existing divergencies. Five national 2015
terrorist subsets contribute the most to the caseload
analysed in the project: the French (58 cases in the
report), the UK and Spanish (each with 31), Greek (28
non-jihadi terrorist cases), and Italian (27). These five
constitute 78% of the dataset, with Austria, Belgium,
Bulgaria, Germany, Ireland, and the Netherlands
contributing the remaining 22% (or 50 cases).
To build up the dataset, the project team utilises
a codebook with more than 120 variables,
completed by research teams on the ground,
i.e., experienced terrorism researchers in the 11 EU
countries from University College Cork (Ireland),
University of East London (the UK), University of
Leiden (the Netherlands), King Juan Carlos University
and Real Instituto Elcano (Spain), the French Institute
for International and Strategic Affairs, Catholic
University of the Sacred Heart (Italy), the Center

13

8

France

Germany

Greece

Figure 2: 2015 European terrorists in the dataset

11

58

8

28

for the Study of Democracy (Bulgaria), and others.
The data used to fill out the codebooks comes from
open sources but is not solely desk-based. The
encrypted and anonymised codebooks are then
forwarded to GLOBSEC, which manages the crossnational dataset (comprising 225 cases at the time
of writing but growing weekly as new updates are
coded), ensures all teams adhere to the same datacollection and primary-coding standards, acts as the
final coder and reviewer, and performs the analysis
leading to the publication of reports like this one. The
project team previously released the project’s KickOff Report, which can be found at https://www.
globsec.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/CrimeCrime-Terror-Nexus-update.pdf, and the respective
research teams released Quarterly Reports (national
reports), which can be found at https://www.globsec.
org/projects/criminals-terrorists-back/.
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WHO ARE THE
EUROPEAN JIHADIS?

European jihad is

male.

young but not teenage
or adolescent.

homegrown and naturalised,
but also coming from
outside of Europe.

about travelling
to and returning
from a foreign conflict.

slow to mature as
radicalization fueling
it often takes years.

a family affair + a team effort.

criminal but not
“petty” criminal.

unemployed.

financed by
a variety of different,
and predominantly,
legal means.

uneducated.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
CRIME-TERROR
NEXUS IN EUROPE
European jihad is to some extent criminal in
nature, as a sizeable minority of its adherents, or
56 cases (28%) of those analysed, have a history
of a previous arrest (i.e., before 2015). Of these, 49
were consequently charged and 43 of them were
convicted of different crimes prior to 2015. As will be
shown, this is considerably less by percentage than
the share of former criminals amongst, e.g., national
FTF contingents in Syria/Iraq. Nonetheless, almost
one-third of European jihadis had had a serious runin with the law, which supports the argument about
the existence of a crime-terror nexus in Europe. They
had earlier committed crimes including: (violent)
robberies, burglaries and thefts (20 instances); illicit
trade including drug dealing, trafficking of goods
and fraud (15); violent crimes (15); and terrorismrelated crimes (7).
The European crime-terror nexus involves a higher
number of hardened criminals than previously
thought. It is not only “petty criminals” turning
towards jihadism but more serious or effectively
“gangster” in nature. The report identifies 116 crimes
committed by the 56 criminals turned terrorists. Of
these, 33% of their crimes were of a less severe
nature, such as theft, burglary, drug possession
or dealing, speeding, or affray. The other major
categories, amounting to 67% of all known crimes
are, however, more serious, i.e., money laundering,
violent robbery, assault, murder, acts involving
weapons and explosives, or terrorism offences.
A majority of the terrorism arrestees in the dataset
will be released from prisons by 2023. An average
prison sentence (excluding four cases in which the
convicts were given life sentences) for 2015 terrorism
crimes in the dataset is 8 year and 7 months long.
The offences of these terrorism arrestees include
preparation of attacks, membership, association
or conspiracy with the terrorist organisation, or an
attempt to join the terrorist organisation.
European jihad is financed by a variety of different
means: legal (the largest group of known means,
comprising 25% of all the cases in the dataset)
such as the individual terrorist’s salary, savings,
and benefits; mixed (the second-largest group,

comprising 5% of all the cases in the dataset), which
see jihadis utilising both illegal (e.g., illicit trade,
drug dealing, human trafficking, robbery, and theft)
and the abovementioned legal means; and, illegal
(representing 3% of all the cases in the dataset).
The authors acknowledge gaps in data related to
this very issue, which necessitates further studies
focused solely on the practicalities of terrorism
financing.

EUROPEAN JIHAD —
DEMOGRAPHY
European jihad is male: 87% of the cases covered in
this report are male and only 13% are female.
European jihad is young but far from a phenomenon
of teenage or adolescent rebellion, since the
average age of the individuals in the 197 jihadi
cases covered in this report is 30.5. The average
age for criminals turned terrorists is almost the same,
at 30.9. Interestingly, female jihadis are on average
older than their male counterparts (32.8 vs 29.9).
European jihad is a three-headed hydra: it is
homegrown, with 101 (51% of the jihadis covered
in this report) born in the EU; naturalised or firstgeneration, with 22 (11%) having acquired EU
citizenship only later in life; and, external, with 33
(17%) having not spent their life in the EU. Criminals
turned terrorists, however, are more homegrown,
with 71% of them born in the EU and 89% possessing
EU citizenship.
European jihadis are not well educated: only
20% have some high-school experience and just 3
completed undergraduate studies. The situation is
even worse amongst the criminals turned terrorists,
of whom only 8% attended high school.
As a consequence, European jihadis are not very
successful as far as their professional careers are
concerned. Of this group, 40% (78 out of 197) were
unemployed at the time of their arrest, death, or
expulsion. Only 28% (56 out of 197) were employed
at the time of their arrest. Their jobs varied from
service (21 individuals) and administrative (10) jobs
to construction (7) while 15 were still enrolled as
students. Again, the situation looks even bleaker for
the criminals turned terrorists: 52% of this subset (29
out of 56) were unemployed at the time of their 2015
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arrest, death, or expulsion, and only 18% (10 out of
56) had some form of employment.
European jihad is a family or collegial affair, with
26% (52 out of 197) of the individuals in the cases
inducted into jihadi networks via friends or family.
At the same time, the dataset shows that friends
of the European jihadis are more active radicals
than the jihadis’ immediate families. In 107 cases
(54%), friends were either involved in terrorism
activities themselves (105 cases) or were only aware
of their associates’ terrorism involvement (2 cases).
Simultaneously, these numbers are manifestly
different for family members: in 75 cases they
themselves were involved in terrorism activities but
a much larger group of 22 was only aware of their
associates’ terrorism involvement (97 cases in total,
49% of the dataset).

EUROPEAN JIHAD:
RADICALISATION, ROLE OF
PRISONS
European jihad is a patient phenomenon, as its
members undergo a long-term radicalisation
process that often takes years before staging
a terrorist attack or being arrested or expelled for
terrorism offences. Only in 4% (7 out of 197) of the
cases studied did the authors find evidence of
radicalisation beginning less than 6 months before
the 2015 arrest, death, or expulsion. At the same
time, in 19% of the cases, the process began five or
more years before 2015.
European jihad is about prisons, with 54% (21 out
of 39 previously incarcerated) of the criminals later
turned terrorists (co-)radicalised behind bars. In all
but four of these cases they were able to develop
contacts with other radicalised prisoners, with half
of the “(co-)radicalised in prison” subset then able to
maintain this contact after leaving prison.
European jihad and the crime-terror nexus are
also marked by the tendency to avoid prisons or
to keep a low profile while incarcerated. 54% of
the criminals later turned terrorists also received
suspended sentences for some of their pre-2015,
often non-terrorist crimes. However, this does not
mean they would not serve sentences for other
offences. Moreover, 18% of all the criminals later
turned terrorists imprisoned at least once before
2015 were regarded as “model prisoners” and were
later rewarded with early release.
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EUROPEAN JIHAD: INVOLVEMENT
IN FOREIGN CONFLICTS, MILITARY
EXPERIENCE
European jihad is about fighting in foreign conflicts,
as 26% of the cases in the dataset are former FTFs
who returned to Europe after a stint in a conflict
zone (Syria/Iraq). Half of the FTF contingent consists
of regular ISIS fighters but the rest is comprised of
individuals in other positions, such as ISIS police
officers, propagandists, or recruiters. Moreover, half
of the FTFs in the sample have criminal pasts. At
the same time, only 6% of the jihadis in the dataset
have previous official military experience, and this is
often rudimentary, e.g., the cadet corps.

EUROPEAN JIHAD: TEAM SPORT,
NOT A “LONE WOLF” EFFORT
European jihad is a team effort, with majority of
the individuals from the dataset arrested in large
counterterrorism sweeps targeting terrorism
networks. It is true that a further 58 were arrested
alone, but only in 3 of those cases, data indicated
the possibility that these could have been solo
terrorist actors. However, further inquiries revealed
connections to either radicalising agents or wider
online radical communities. Thus, European jihad is
not an individual effort and more of a team sport.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
THE CRIME-TERROR
NEXUS AND THE
DEVOLUTION OF
COUNTERTERRORISM
1. Despite ISIS’ losses in the Middle East, the
threat from European jihad will not diminish in
the foreseeable future, especially as majority of
individuals arrested in the peak year of jihadism
in Europe (2015), and currently serving prison
sentences for their offences, will have been
released by 2023. Consequently, the EU Member
States will need to prepare for a terrorism threat
considerably bolstered by veteran jihadis. Many
of them will have established new connections or
have enlisted new jihadi recruits while in prison. In
fact, some, during their earlier incarcerations, had
themselves become involved in radical networks.
2. This threat becomes more acute as almost 30%
of Europe’s terrorists have previous criminal
histories. Thus, the crime-terror nexus remains
a potent and useful perspective that European
states should adopt for channelling some of their
counterterrorism efforts.
3. To make the most of this perspective, relevant
security stakeholders should maintain robust
communication channels. These should not only
be horizontal in nature, e.g., a civilian security
service with a military security service, nor solely
inter-state, e.g., a civilian security service from
country A with a civilian security service from
country B, but also cross-departmental, vertical,
and intra-state, as suggested in reports by the
GLOBSEC Intelligence Reform Initiative (GIRI).2
That effectively means good liaison connections
between the government, civil service, security
services, military, and police force(s) (also at the
local level), as the latter is often the first spotter
or owner of intelligence conducive to future
counterterrorism investigations.
4. In short, it is police officers who often first meet
the criminals who later turn terrorist. Countering
the two-headed hydra of the crime-terror nexus
necessitates giving first responders a voice

and a stake in the process. Organisational
solutions to accommodate this recommendation
can vary from country to country but should go
beyond the most common, which bring together
the relevant stakeholders at the central and not
always at the local or regional levels. This would
effectively entail the devolution of European
counterterrorism efforts and empowering other
actors in the process.
5. This devolution should go beyond local security
stakeholders, i.e., the police force(s), as they
are not always the first spotters or responders
as far as countering terrorism is concerned.
The state authorities and institutions (education
sector, health service, social services, etc.) and
other individuals (family, friends, neighbours,
colleagues, associates) interacting with European
jihadis or criminals turning terrorist are the ones
who should be involved in the devolution of
European counterterrorism.
6. GLOBSEC acknowledges there are devolutionoriented counterterrorism efforts in some
European countries and encourages future
activities in this domain.3 It takes special note
of the UK’s efforts to evaluate and monitor
“individuals who are vulnerable to radicalisation
or who are (or have been) of interest to the police
and the security and intelligence agencies […] but
who are not currently the subject of any active
investigations.” GLOBSEC shares the view that to
successfully counter the threat emanating from
such individuals, information should be shared
“more widely” and support for “more local
interventions” should be prioritised.4
7. Apart from the devolution of counterterrorism,
GLOBSEC, encouraged by the positive reception
of its work on the crime-terror nexus within
the expert and security community,5 calls on
decision-makers and stakeholders to support
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future research activities like this one. As much
as GLOBSEC calls for lowering the barriers
between different actors in the devolution
of counterterrorism, it also favours a similar
process among security stakeholders and
researchers. While it may seem cliché to state
that both communities can learn from one another,
it is likely that a different perspective on issues
of common interest can prove beneficial for the
other perspective.
8. Finally, such interactions should lead to a more
vibrant interest in researching not only the
individuals, groups, networks or communities
involved or who did “something” (i.e., evolved
from crime to terror, staged terrorist attacks,
travelled to a conflict zone to join a terrorist
organisation, etc.) but also those who did not
participate, even though in the past they had
socialised or worked with some of the most
well-known European terrorists and might
have seemingly looked like ideal candidates for
European jihadis. Knowing what made them opt
for a different path is key, as it could inform any
future counterterrorism activities or strategies.

(11
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INTRODUCTION
This is the second major report produced and
published by GLOBSEC within the framework of
the From Criminals to Terrorists and Back? project.
It is being published just as the project enters its
second year. The first, (Kick-Off Report), published
in December 2017, served as an introductory
statement and a mapping-out exercise in relation
to the question of the existence of the crime-terror
nexus in Europe.6 The third report, to be published
at the project’s end in summer 2019, will provide
the project’s final take on the crime-terror nexus in
Europe and “the state of European jihad.” Moreover,
in spring 2018, GLOBSEC published Quarterly
Reports, which were written by members of the
research teams on the ground and provided national
perspectives on the issues at hand.7 Ten more such
reports will follow in spring 2019.
GLOBSEC provided its analysis of the issue of the
crime-terror nexus, its evolution, history and theory,
in the Kick-Off Report.8 It is not the authors’ intent to
reproduce that previous analysis here. Their aim in
this report, while acknowledging the recent expert
and scholarly contributions on the issue, is to offer
granularity on the ins and outs of the crime-terror
nexus, a phenomenon seemingly widely known
and referenced but rarely discussed in detail using
quantitative data. What is more, the availability of
these data also allows the authors to go beyond the
remit of discussing results related to the crime-terror
nexus and present a wider picture of European
jihadis.
What follows are eight chapters in which the
authors review the findings from their analysis of
197 jihadi cases while looking at: the scale and
strength of the crime-terror nexus, gender and age
of the jihadis, their education and employment
profiles, their fundraising activities (thanks to
which they sustain their terrorist careers), their
processes of radicalisation (length, radicalising
agent), their homegrown/naturalised or immigrant
backgrounds, their bouts of foreign fighting
experience, and the extent to which they can be
called solo actors. Afterwards, the authors look
more closely at the situation in five countries whose
nationals constitute 78% of all the cases in the
dataset: France, UK, Spain, Italy, and Greece. For
these countries, the analysis covers 28 additional,
non-jihadi cases. These national subchapters offer
context to the earlier analysis of the crime-terror
nexus and “the state of European jihad”, which,
although full of individual, anonymised examples of
jihadi terrorists, is presented from an overarching,

European level. The authors are convinced that
despite the national variations in jihadism, it will
remain a primary threat to all European countries,
necessitating collective action to defeat it. It is the
authors’ hope to, on one hand, inform stakeholders
of the characteristics of the threat and, on the other,
through the recommendations, offer actionable
solutions to defeat it.
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EUROPEAN CRIMINALS
TURNING TO JIHAD
The approach this report and the project employs
towards analysing the crime-terror nexus
phenomenon is twofold. The quantitative part
consists of tracing and collecting all available
records of previous arrests among the jihadis. The
qualitative part aims to showcase the individual
pathways from criminality to terrorism and the
length as well as severity of their previous criminal
experiences. Since the dataset includes individuals
arrested, killed in, or expelled from 11 countries,
the authors opted for the most universal tool to
classify the previous crimes of the jihadis and other
terrorists in the dataset, i.e., the United Nations
Office on Drugs and Crime’s (UNODC) classification
of criminal offences developed in the International
Classification of Crime for Statistical Purposes.9 This
allows coding all criminal data according to one
standard and provides structured answers on the
criminal pasts of the cases included in the subset.

The initial results seem to validate the theories
claiming that a significant number of European
jihadis have been involved in some type of criminal
activity before taking part in political violence.
In the sample, 56, or 28% of the total, had been
arrested before their 2015 terrorism arrest, death
during a terrorist attack, or expulsion for alleged
terrorism association.10 Throughout this report, the
authors will refer to these 56 individuals as criminals
turned terrorists.
Of the five biggest subsets in the dataset, the French
one is 50% composed of former criminals, and the
UK’s is 32%, but the Spanish one is only 6.4% and
the Italian, 7.4%. The Greek, the fifth-biggest subset,
although containing no jihadi terrorists and analysed
in more detail later, consists of 46% former criminals.
Given the rising number of cases being coded
into the dataset every month, by the project’s end
(summer 2019), these figures may well change, but
one thing is becoming clear: the crime-terror nexus
phenomenon might be stronger in some countries
than in others (see Fig. 3 below).

Share of criminals among terrorists
60
50
40
30
20
10

50%

32%

46%

46%

7.4%

6.4%

France

UK

Belgium

Greece

Italy

Spain

0

Figure 3: Share of criminals among terrorists per country
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The authors were able to conclusively catalogue 116
crimes committed by the 56 individuals before 2015,
i.e., 2.07 crimes per person. A closer examination of
the crimes (see Fig. 4 below) supports to an extent
the conclusions of the seminal Basra et al. study on
the link between petty criminality and terrorism in
Europe, as 33% (38 out of 116) of the recorded crimes
were of a less severe nature, such as theft, burglary,
drug possession or dealing, speeding, or affray.11
The other major categories, amounting to 67% of all
known crimes, however, are far more serious, i.e.,
money laundering, violent robbery, assault, murder,
acts involving weapons and explosives, or terrorism
offences. Thus, these findings also show that the
European crime-terror nexus is also about more
serious crime and involves a higher number of
hardened or seasoned criminals than previously
thought.

Acts against public
order behavioral
standards 3
Acts contrary
to public
revenue
or regulatory
provisions 2

Non-injurious traffic
violations 1
Burglary 2

the authors strive to improve the data collection on
this point.12 At the same time, however, the authors
stand by their conclusion that more serious crime
has also been a part of the crime-terror nexus, which
could be less about petty criminals and more about
more experienced “gangsters” progressing towards
jihadism, at least in some European countries.13 The
final result of the first international and detailed
attempt to quantitatively map out the criminal pasts
of today’s jihadis in particular, and Europe’s terrorists
in general, to be published a year from now, will
allow for a definitive stance on this point.
The crime-terror nexus, as identified by the authors,
comprises individuals with very different criminal
careers. Some had been committing terrorism
offences before their second terrorism arrest in 2015,
others had been hardened criminals with multiple

Intentional homicide 1
Violent
robbery 13

Assault
and threats 17

Severe
criminality

Petty
criminality

Theft 18

Acts involving weapons,
explosives and other
destructive materials 12

Figure 4: Criminal pasts of terrorists (according to UNODC
classification)

The authors acknowledge that in following the
UNODC crime classification while using open
sources, but not solely desk-based ones, the
information intuitively gears the model towards
finding and coding more countable crimes, e.g.,
assaults, burglaries, thefts, etc. Thus, the instances
of some harder-to-quantify crimes (e.g., drug
dealing or possession of illegal substances), which
at the moment amount to only 10% of the crimes
committed by the criminals-turned-terrorists could be
undervalued in the existing dataset. Consequently,
this could alter the share of petty vs. serious crime
as the project progresses into its second year and

Acts intended to induce
fear or emotional distress 4
Coercion 2
Fraud 1
Forgery/counterfeiting 2

Terrorism 20
Unlawful acts involving
controlled drugs
or precursors 12

Slavery
and exploitation 1

Acts involving
the proceeds
of crime 5

offences, and some were individuals with relatively
scant criminal careers. Consider the following
“stories” to grasp a fuller, i.e., beyond qualitative,
understanding of the issue at hand:
⊲⊲ the dataset includes an individual whose criminal
career spans three decades, during which he, e.g.,
was involved in attempted homicides and serious
assaults, on one hand, and illegal possession of
firearms and offences against the public order,
on the other. It also features a former attempted
murderer who happened to share a prison cell
with a well-known jihadi;
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⊲⊲ interestingly, the dataset also includes
individuals whose criminality blossomed after
migrating to Europe from North Africa, as did
their jihadi career, while being arrested for nonterrorism crimes;

⊲⊲ another example of a long-term criminal with
a notable criminal career preceding his arrest
on terrorism charges is the life story of a nonMuslim individual who was involved in armed
robberies, subsequently jailed for those crimes,
and converted to Islam upon leaving prison.
Later on, he tried to re-use some of his violent
crime experience while attempting to purchase
firearms for future jihadi attacks.

⊲⊲ at the same time, another individual had a far less
impressive criminal career, as his only known
pre-2015 crime was disorderly behaviour during
a protest. Similarly, another criminal turned
terrorist, from another country, had a history
of minor delicts and a supermarket robbery,
for which he was later jailed. As it later turned
out, during his stay in prison he was exposed to
a radical ideology and upon regaining freedom,
he re-emerged into the society keen on joining
ISIS in Syria.

⊲⊲ on the other hand, the dataset also includes
seasoned terrorist operatives who had a track
record of involvement in jihadi circles long
before their 2015 arrest, death, or expulsion,
and, e.g., experience as a foreign fighter coupled
with completing one’s radical tutelage amongst
jihadi inmates in prison. All of the aforementioned
happened before he managed to travel to Syria
and join ISIS in 2014 while later being tried in
absentia for this endeavour.

These “stories” often feature prison, with almost
70% (39 out of 56) of the criminals turned terrorists
subset having been incarcerated for their pre2015 offences (See Fig. 5 below). The fact these
punishments were handed down points to the
severity of their crimes or their repetitive nature.
What is more, data show that 6 individuals included
in the dataset served multiple prison sentences for
crimes varying from theft and drug dealing to murder
and to an attempt to join a terrorist organisation. The
longest sentence for a pre-2015 crime in the whole
dataset was 20 years.

⊲⊲ alternatively, one’s colourful criminal career
(with arrests for the possession of narcotics and
of a firearm) does not prevent the individual
from progression through the ranks of ISIS.
Conversion to Islam while in prison for the
aforementioned offences and later becoming
an acquaintance of a famous ISIS member was
enough to provide a former criminal with a ticket
to the world of jihad.

Prisoners/Arrestees ratio per country:
France

29

19

UK

10

6

Belgium

6
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1

1

Netherlands

1

1
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0

2
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2

2

Austria

2

2

Ireland

1

1
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1

2

0

6

■ Imprisoned
5

Figure 5: European criminals turned terrorist: arrested and
later imprisoned
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The qualitative analysis of available data on the
subset of 2015 terrorism arrestees found that the
highest number of terrorism arrests were connected

terrorism arrestees in the dataset will be released
from prisons.

other 9%
membership in terrorism
organisation 31%

recruitment and faciliation of travel
of foreign terrorist fighters 3%
active support and fundraising
for terrorist organisation 9%

association or conspiracy
with a terrorist organisation 12%

2015
Terrorism Arrestees
n=120

preparation
of a terrorist attack 11%

dissemination of online
terrorist propaganda 14%
attempt to join
a terrorist organisation 11%

to membership in a terrorist organisation (31% of
arrests), namely ISIS (See Fig. 6 below). The secondlargest group, representing 14% were sharing
terrorist propaganda materials. An additional 12%
of the sample were arrested for association or
conspiracy with a terrorist organisation. A further
two groups, representing 11% each, were arrested
in relation to preparing an attack or attempting to
travel with the aim to join a terrorist organisation.
Of the European jihadi arrestees, 9% were actively
supporting, organising rallies and meetings
in support of the proscribed groups, or even
fundraising for these groups. A smaller fraction, 3%
were arrested for recruitment and facilitation of
travel for foreign terrorist fighters (FTFs) trying to
reach Syria or Iraq.
An average prison sentence (excluding four cases
in which the convicts were given life sentences) for
2015 terrorism crimes in the dataset is 8 year and
7 months long (individuals convicted of association
and conspiracy with terrorism organisation average
a 9 year and 6 months sentence; those convicted
of preparation of attacks average an 8 year and
9 months sentence; membership of a terrorist
organisation equalled an average sentence of 7
years and 4 months whereas facilitation and support
of terrorism - 6 years and 4 months, and, finally,
an attempt to join a terrorist organisation abroad
produced an average sentence of 4 years). This
effectively means that by 2023 a majority of the

Figure 6: Terrorism arrests 2015 offences

The multitude of difference in criminal and jihadi
evolution in the cases studied in the project effectively
means that there exists no single conveyor belt
from one milieu to the other (See Fig. 7 below). At
the moment of writing this report, the authors could
comprehensively map out and connect the criminal
pasts of 28 jihadis (or 50% of the criminals turned
terrorists) in the dataset plus their fate in 2015. Of
these, 21 were arrested for terrorism offences in
2015 and 7 died while staging terrorist attacks or
preparing terrorist attacks in the same year.
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Arrested in 2015 for:
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Arrested before 2015 for:
assault
attempted murder
illegal entry to country
and membership of terror group
robbery and attempt
to join a terrorist organisation
shooting
illegal holding of weapons and drugs

Membership in terrorist organisation

theft
illegal possession of weapons
affray
offences against public order (2x)
encouraging terrorism

Dissemination of online jihadist propaganda

multiple crimes/recidivists
threatening messages
robberies
theft with a deadly weapon
assault and domestic violence
theft, extortion, threats
speeding and violent thefts

Association or conspiracy with the terrorist organisation

Preparation of terrorist attack

30 arrests

Attempt to join a terrorist organisation

fraud

Membership,
Preparation of an attack,
Attempting to join terrorist organisation

burglary

Membership,
Preparation of terrorist attack,
Attempting to join terrorist organisation,
Association or conspiracy with the terrorist organisation,
Dissemination of online jihadist propaganda

arrested for not paying claims

Killed in 2015
assaults
robbery and shooting a police officer
robbery, forgery, illicit trafficking
drug dealing, stealing money and guns
attempt to join a terrorist organisation

Figure 7: From criminal arrests to terrorism arrests

The 21 criminals turned terrorists arrested in 2015
were categorised into 5 groups based on their
terrorism offences. The largest group consists of 7
cases of terrorism arrestees who were arrested for
membership in the proscribed groups. In looking
at their criminal activities before 2015 and their
pre-2015 arrests, data show violent crimes such
as assault, attempted murder, or robbery but also
2 cases of travelling with the aim to join terrorist
groups and 1 case of illegal drug possession.
Another group is represented by individuals
arrested for the dissemination of online jihadist
propaganda (6 cases). Five out of the 6 individuals
in this group have committed crimes connected to
violating the public order, such as affray, while one
was previously arrested for encouraging terrorism.
The authors also identified six profiles of individuals

arrested in 2015 for conspiring with a terrorism
organisation and with prior criminality varying from
theft (3 cases) or robbery to threats and violent
crimes. Data on 5 out of these 6 profiles show that
these individuals committed multiple crimes or were
recidivist in nature. One individual with a record of
arrest for fraud was arrested in 2015 while attempting
to join a terrorist organisation. Among those who
were arrested for planning a terrorist attack is 1
profile with a history of more than 30 arrests. Specific
data regarding the offences is not available.
A separate group of 7 criminals turned terrorists
consists of jihadis who died in 2015. Their profiles
include a list of criminal records for crimes, such as
an attempt to join a terrorist organization abroad
(Syria, 3 cases), robbery (2 cases) and then assault,
forgery, drug dealing, shooting and illicit trafficking
(1 case each). One of these individuals died while
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fighting in Syria in 2015 while the rest died while
staging attacks in Europe.
The paths of yesterday’s criminals towards
jihadism display many common features, which,
like prison radicalisation, will be discussed in the
next chapters, but at the same time, one struggles
to find an overarching life story amongst the
individuals included in the dataset. It is worth
remembering that the prison systems of the 11
countries included in the study are populated by
more than 400 000 prisoners, of whom a huge
majority have not and will not evolve into terrorists.14
The ratio would look even bleaker if one was able
to count “all” of Europe’s criminals and compare
them to the number of “all” of Europe’s terrorists.
This is not to diminish the usefulness of the crimeterror nexus phenomenon as a useful perspective
for studying and countering terrorism, especially
as almost 30% of the project’s dataset consists of
criminals turned terrorists, but to stress the fact that
a single criminal’s potential progression into the
ranks of terrorists depends on much more than
just previous involvement in petty, “gangster”,
or serious criminality. In short, the nexus, which
the authors perceive as existing and functioning, is
not a monolith and far more granularity is needed
before anyone is able to fully or satisfactorily explain
its functioning and structure. It certainly is more
pervasive in some though not all EU countries,
prominently features prisons as incubators of
criminals turning terrorist, and includes a larger
than previously thought share of hardened
criminals.
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AGE & GENDER
OF EUROPEAN JIHADIS
87%

youngest male:
14 years old

oldest male:
61 years old

13%

youngest female:
20 years old

oldest female:
60 years old

Figure 8: Age & Gender of European Jihadis

The literature on women in ISIS, their roles,
the organisation’s appeal to women, or female
radicalisation more broadly, is vast.15 Moreover, the
role of women as real or potential ISIS terrorists
or future radicalisers is also often discussed.16
Nonetheless, jihadi terrorism in Europe is
a predominantly male phenomenon, with a maleto-female ratio of 87%-13%.17
The average age of the respective subset by sex
stands at 29.9 for males and 32.8 for females.
While the youngest male arrestee was a juvenile
of 14 years old, the youngest female was 20 years
old when arrested.18 The two oldest individuals
among the arrestees (both in their 60s) were in
fact a married Christian couple attempting to travel
to Syria, persuaded by their two daughters, one of
whom had by then already become a foreign fighter
for ISIS. Both parents and their other daughter were
arrested before they could reach their destination.
It is also becoming evident that jihadi terrorism in
Europe is the domain of relatively young people

(the average age of the full sample is 30.3) but not
necessarily teenagers or adolescents, as has been
suggested in some publications.19 The individuals
with a previous arrest history in the dataset are
no different, with an average age of 30. 9. In total,
43% (85 out of 197) of the cases are jihadis born in
the 1980s and 27% (53 out of 197) in the 1990s. At
the same time, a further 20% (39 out of 197) were
born even earlier, i.e., before 1980, which means that
a sizeable segment of the terrorist milieu in Europe
is composed of middle-aged individuals.20
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EDUCATION AND
EMPLOYMENT OF
EUROPEAN JIHADIS
197 jihadist

9%
made it through
high school

1.5%
completed
BA degree

Figure 9: Education European Jihadis
Data on the education of European jihadis is
surprisingly scarce. The authors were able to collect
reliable information on educational backgrounds in
only 49% of all the cases in the dataset (96 out of
197). For this reason, the following findings should
be treated as preliminary while the authors continue
to fill the gaps in knowledge on this variable.
Europe’s jihadi terrorists are not especially welleducated,21 with only 9% (18 out of 197) finishing high
school. Only three of those later completed their
BA studies and two of the three are in the criminals
turned terrorist subset. At the same time, the latter
group is even less-educated in general, as only 5%
of terrorists with criminal pasts (3 out of 56) made it
through their secondary education.
Criminals
turned terrorists
52%
unemployed

Jihadis
40%
unemployed

Figure 10: Employment of European jihadis

With relevant data available for 75% of the dataset (147
out of 197), the authors are confident in concluding
that the employment careers of European jihadis
are far from impressive, since almost 40% (78
out of 197) were unemployed at the time of their
arrest, death while staging a terrorist attack, or
expulsion for alleged terrorism association (See
Fig. 10).22 Simultaneously, only 28% (56 out of 197)
were employed and their jobs varied from services
(21 individuals) and administrative or clerical jobs
(10) to construction (7), with 15 others still enrolled
as students. The statistics for the criminals turned
terrorists look even bleaker, with 52% (29 out of
56) unemployed at the time of their 2015 arrest,
killing, or expulsion.
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HOW DO EUROPEAN
JIHADIS FINANCE
THEMSELVES?
The low education levels and lack of success in
their professional lives could suggest that European
jihadis are more prone to financing their terrorism
careers via illegal activities. However, this does
not seem to be the case, as European jihad is
financed by a variety of different, mostly legal,
sources (See Fig. 11).23 What is more, the gathered
evidence suggests that past criminality does not
rule out seeking legal means of financing terrorist
activities in the future. These finding have the
caveat that reliable data on how individual terrorists
finance themselves are often hard to come by, as
the dataset includes information on this variable in
relation to only 39% of the cases (78 out of 197).

Among the 78 individuals with available and relevant
data, the biggest group are jihadis that used
exclusively one purely legal source of financing, such
as savings, salary, or benefits (16%, or 31 out of 197).
Another group used various combinations of these
legal sources to sustain their terrorism careers (9%,
or 18 out of 197). An example is individuals who mix
incomes from salaries, benefits, and/or savings to
finance their terrorism futures. This finding dovetails
with the observation by Petter Nesser, Anne
Stenersen and Emilie Oftedal, who studied jihadi
terrorism plots in Europe and concluded that 43%
of these were legally financed and that “contrary to
widespread notions of a crime-terrorism nexus,

Other
12

How do European
Jihadis finance
themselves

Mixed
10
Illegal
6

Illegal
+ Savings
+ Wages 1

(Number of cases)

Legal
49

Benefits
+ Other 1

Illegal
+ Savings 2

Wages
+ Other 1

Savings
+ Wages 15
Illegal
+ Other 3

Mixed

Legal
Illegal
+ Benefits 2

Illegal
+ Benefits
+ Other 1

Figure 11: Terrorism financing
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criminal activities are not a very common source of
funding for attack plots in Europe of late. […] Only
23% of the plots in 2014-2016 were financed wholly
or partly by money from crime.”24
Only 3% (6 out of 197) of the individuals in the dataset
used purely illegal sources to fund their terrorism
activities.25 These include human trafficking, drugs or
cigarette smuggling, as well as robbery. In one rather
peculiar case, a young student fraudulently obtained
student loans to fund her ambition of joining ISIS in
Syria. Such cases clearly demonstrate the diffuse
and diverse nature of the crime-terror nexus, which
is not solely about former petty criminals or thugs,
or gangsters gravitating towards jihad,26 but also
involves white-collar crime (e.g., loan fraud, VAT
fraud) which helps “microfinance the Caliphate.”27
Simultaneously, a group of 10 individuals (5% of the
dataset) used a mix of legally and illegally obtained
financial means to fund their terrorism activities.
Amongst them were individuals functioning in
different countries at the same time who were
both involved in violent robberies and also happy
to receive benefits from the state. All their finances
were later channelled into sustaining their terrorism
careers.
In a further surprising twist to the crime-terror nexus
stories, the authors encountered another group,
comprising 16% (9 out of 56) of the criminals turned
terrorists in the dataset, who used solely legally
obtained funds to sustain their terrorism careers
(a further 11% of the criminals turned terrorists, 6
out of 56, tapped both illegal and legal sources of
funding for their terrorist activities). One of these
individuals worked as a salesman after serving
a prison sentence and used his salary to finance his
becoming an FTF while also recruiting others for the
same journey. Another individual was born in a wartorn non-European country and has a long track
record of involvement in robbery and blackmail. He
was also jailed in his new, adopted EU country, but
sustained his terrorism activities while not in custody
from benefits.
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WHAT, BY WHOM,
WHERE AND HOW
IS A EUROPEAN JIHADI
EXPOSED TO RADICAL
IDEOLOGY?
The issue of radicalisation has been hotly debated
in relation to terrorism and political violence since
the 2004 Madrid bombings perpetrated by an AlQaeda cell long based in Spain. It is in the aftermath
of that attack that the term “violent radicalisation,”
i.e., the embrace and violent expression of opinions,
views, and ideas potentially leading an individual
to join a terrorist group, organisation, or network,28
became a point of reference in all studies devoted
to the phenomenon of terrorism.29 Its prevalence,
however, has not helped with answering questions
related to:
1. the practicalities of its violent or non-violent
nature as “fanatically embracing an ideology is
not a necessary condition for terrorism or mass
killing,”30 and
2. factors fuelling or triggering individual or group
radicalisation that might be driven by personal or
ideological issues.31
There is also doubt as to what radicalisation entails
and how it works in practice, especially since many
studies on the issue are more conceptual than
empirical.32 What is more, studies of radicalisation
also have prompted a growth in interest in deradicalisation, a reverse, rarely achieved process,
and different from “disengagement” from terrorism.33
Finally, the debates on how conducive one is to
terrorism radicalisation is continued to the present
day with, e.g., some of the leading experts debating
the merits of the “Islamisation of radicalism” or
“radicalisation of Islamism”.34
The authors, while aware of the ongoing debates
on radicalisation and the critical approach of some
scholars towards mostly “anecdotal,” i.e., studies
on the issue that are empirically insufficient and
descriptive in nature,35 decided nonetheless to
seek data on three issues related to radicalisation:
the when (i.e., the timeline of radicalisation), the

who (i.e., known involvement of other individuals in
instigating the radicalisation),36 and the where (i.e., in
what kind of environment, e.g., offline or online, did
the process take place). While attempting to answer
the three questions on the issue, they assumed that
all individuals included in the dataset had, to at least
some extent, fanatically embraced jihadism, which
prompted them to get involved in jihadi terrorism in
Europe. Nevertheless, the authors acknowledge that
this approach is fraught with some risks. The dataset
not only includes hardened and experienced ISIS or
Al-Qaeda terrorists who would be expected to fall
into the “radicalised” category, but also individuals
on the fringes of different terrorist networks or cells,
whose true commitment and dedication to the cause
(sometimes, also their understanding of) could be
considered lukewarm. Nonetheless, it was felt that
analysing the existent or non-existent radicalisation
trajectories of such individuals will allow the project
to go beyond the “anecdotal” in this area.

THE WHEN
First exposure to ideology
to terrorism arrest
38
16
17
15
25
15
7
0 6 months

1 year

2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years

Figure 12: From first exposure to radical ideology to
terrorism arrest
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Almost 64% (or 126 out of 197) of the individuals
included in the dataset had first been exposed
to a radical ideology more than six months prior
to their arrest. Moreover, in 38 cases the first
exposure took place more than 5 years before their
2015 terrorism arrest, death in a terrorist attack, or
expulsion for alleged terrorism association. This
underscores the fact that a sizeable chunk of the
European jihadi milieu is composed of individuals
with long records of participation in radical
networks in Europe. Such a finding supports the
conclusions of a recent report by the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service, which indicated that
in Canada, “the speed of mobilisation to [terrorist]
violence takes an average of 12 months,”37 but
diverges from the findings of German research on
that country’s FTFs, of whom “nearly half (46%) […]
left [Germany for Syria] within one year after the
beginning of the radicalisation process, with close
to a quarter (22%) departing within six months of the
start of this process.”38 The authors, however, were
only able to find seven individuals who were first
exposed to the radical ideology less than six months
before their arrests, death, or expulsion, with, e.g.,
one undergoing radicalisation as a fresh start from
a life full of psychological problems and heavy drug
addiction and two others beginning their radical
journey shortly before their arrests at a young age.
The authors will attempt to reconcile the diverging
perspectives on the radicalisation timeline as they
collect and analyse more data before publishing
their final report next year.

THE WHO

Other researchers stressed the role families play
either in the cases of networks,39 solo actors,40
or as instigators (via “pre-existing ties”) of “bloc
recruitment.”41 The dataset concurs with these
conclusions as ties of friendship and kinship feature
prominently in the radicalisation processes of the
2015 terrorism arrestees: in 26% (52 out of 197)
of all the cases in the dataset, radicalisation was
instigated by individuals close to the 2015 terrorism
arrestees, either family or friends. At the same time,
in 107 cases, friends of a given jihadi in the dataset
were either involved or aware of their terrorism
involvement, and in 97 cases members of family
had knowledge of, or were themselves involved in,
radical activities. In all but 2 cases (out of 107) friends
had themselves been involved in terrorism whereas
family members, while being aware, in 22 (out of 97)
cases chose not to be involved in the same activities
themselves. This effectively means that friends of
the European jihadis are more active radicals than
the jihadis’ immediate families.
Another 8% (16 out of 197) of the individuals in the
dataset fell prey to the efforts of active recruiters,
who sought them out either offline (11 out of 16 cases)
or online (5 out of 16 cases). The role of mentors42
or “indoctrinators,”43 often yielding “enormous
influence”44 over radicalising individuals, has been
widely covered in the literature. Some of the jihadis
who were “mentored” by a radicalising agent from
outside their circles of family and friends ended up
acting as future jihadi recruiters themselves or, e.g.,
gravitated towards roles in ISIS media operations.
Very few of these sought out by radicalising
agents were converts. This fact only underscores
the findings that only 10% (20 out of 197) of the

29 Online

21 In Prison

52 Through friends/family members

First known
exposure
to radical
ideology

16 Through active recruitment
by radicalizing agent
47 Individual sought out the exposure
Figure 13: First known exposure to radical ideology
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European jihadis in the dataset are converts.45 Five
of these converts (25% of the subset) have a history
of a previous, i.e., pre-2015, arrest.

was prison:46 33% (13 out of 39) of the individuals
in the study who had been in prison developed
contacts with radical extremists while imprisoned
while 8 maintained this contact after leaving
incarceration. At the same time, 54% (21 out of
39) of these prisoners were exposed to radical
ideology for the first time while serving their
sentences. According to data collected so far, this
phenomenon is most prominent in France, Belgium,
Germany, and Italy. In short, even if the overlap
between criminal and terrorist milieus in Europe
is less straightforward than previously thought,
prisons still play a prominent role as the place
where many criminals graduate towards political
violence (See Fig. 14).

THE WHERE?
Data on the issue is sometimes lacking but the
authors know of at least 88 cases (45% of the total
dataset) in which radicalisation was instigated
offline, or in which online radicalisation only played
a supporting, secondary role. At the same time, only
19 individuals themselves sought radical exposure in
an online environment.
The key offline locality or institution, or entity, that
kept coming up in the data analysed for this report
Imprisoned

Radicalized in prison

Belgium

France

United Kingdom

Figure 14: Prison radicalisatio
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EUROPEAN JIHADI:
HOMEGROWN OR
IMMIGRANT?
At least since 2004, i.e., the Madrid bombings by
Al-Qaeda, Europe has been gripped in the debate
on the origins of jihadi terrorism threatening
the wellbeing of its citizens. It has now become
commonly held wisdom that the majority of European
terrorists are homegrown, i.e., perpetrated within
the borders of a given country by a national of that
country and targeting his/her co-citizens.47 The
European migrant crisis and the fact that European
ISIS operatives successfully smuggled themselves
back to Europe amidst the wave of refugees,
reignited the debate on the origins of European
jihad.48 Moving beyond the simplistic and wrong “all
refugees are terrorists” statement, some stressed
the actual end of the homegrown phenomenon as
terrorism had become more interconnected and
threatened both Europe, or the broader West, and
the MENA region.49 Due to its embedded or newly
natural international or even global character,
it allegedly no longer could be viewed through
homegrown/immigrant lenses. Indeed, traces of
such a transcontinental interconnection are not
hard to find amongst modern jihadi networks,
which have consistently featured individuals either
motivated to strike in Europe by a perceived unjust
conflict in the Middle East,50 or acting as recruiters of
FTFs attempting to travel to Syria/Iraq to join ISIS.51
Nonetheless, the authors of this report, while taking
into account the transnational and transcontinental
aspects of European jihad52 and acknowledging the
necessity for the field to focus more on terrorism
networks,53 decided to study more closely the
countries of origin and nationalities of the cases
included in the dataset to provide a more detailed
answer as to how local European jihad truly is.
The available data show that 73% (144 out of 197)
of the individuals in the dataset spent most of their
lives (50%+) in the EU. That leads to the tentative
conclusion that terrorism in Europe is not a byproduct of the 2015 migrant crisis (see Fig. 14 below).
It could thus be described as homegrown, as the
terrorists arrested, killed, or expelled from the EU
had lived there, often long before embarking upon
their terrorism careers. The share of those who
spent most of their lives in the EU is even higher
among the criminals turned terrorists subset and

stands at 86% (48 out of 56). At the same time,
the authors acknowledge that assessing the scale
or potential of previous criminal involvement of
some of the non-Europeans in the dataset is often
fraught with difficulty. This concerns especially the
expellees in the dataset who lack EU citizenship, are
suspected of terrorist affiliations and are sent back,
most usually by Italy or Bulgaria, to their countries
of origin. Sometimes, their stay in Europe is so short
that no open-source evidence on their past outside
the EU emerges.
Altogether, 101 (51% of the total) of the studied jihadis
were born in a EU member state. What is more,
72% (141 out of 197) are EU citizens, which further
underscored the point of the homegrown nature
of European jihad. This group includes a subset of
9% (17 out of 197) individuals with dual citizenship,
French Algerians and Belgian Moroccans being the
most prominent among those. At the same time,
however, the data show that 11% (22 out of 197)
of the cases in the dataset comprise naturalised
first-generation immigrants to the EU. This number
could increase as the project team continues to
assess the place of birth and citizenship of 18 other
cases in the dataset (141 with EU citizenship minus
101 born in the EU minus 22 naturalised terrorists
equals 18), who at some point in their lives became
EU citizens, meaning the authors have not yet been
able to assess whether these are homegrown, i.e.,
EU-born, terrorists.
The final, large category that merits a mention when
discussing the homegrown or immigrant status of
European jihadis concerns non-EU nationals who
were neither born in the EU, nor acquired EU
citizenship, nor spent their lives in the EU. This
group comprises 17% (33 out of 197) of the dataset.
Again, this number could increase as the project
team gathers more data on the last 23 cases, which
at the moment do not fall either into the homegrown
or naturalized, or external categories.
The authors conclude that European jihad is
homegrown in nature but also features significant
contributions from naturalised individuals and
foreigners who had spent relatively little time in
the EU (See Fig. 15 below).
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Figure 15: Origin of European jihadis
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FOREIGN FIGHTING
EXPERIENCE
Since 2012, a year into the civil war in Syria, the issue
of foreign fighters or individuals travelling to join
the war in Syria, voluntarily and without pecuniary
award, registered on the radar of some European
Middle Eastern and terrorism experts.54 As more
and more of these fighters ended up either in the
ranks of the Al-Qaeda affiliated Al-Nusra Front or
ISIS, the travellers to the war in Syria/Iraq became
known as foreign terrorist fighters or FTFs.55
Their motivations, travails, and returns fuelled
a string of publications, and FTFs largely dominated
discussions on the threat of jihadi terrorism to
Europe and “the state of European jihad” from 2013
onwards.56 As some of them began to return home,
the focus shifted to returning FTFs, or returnees.57
The current project looks at the European jihadi
milieu in the peak year of jihadism (2015), i.e., when
buoyed by ISIS’s success, wannabe foreign fighters
were still leaving Europe, so the authors were not
surprised to encounter troves of data pertaining to
the issue of FTFs in their dataset.
Of the total, 26% (or 52 out of 197) of the individuals
included in the dataset had been FTFs before their
2015 terrorism arrest, death in a terrorist attack, or
expulsion for alleged terrorism affiliations. All but one
were male and their average age in 2015 was 26.4
years, i.e., circa 4 years younger than the average
of the 197 jihadis in the whole dataset. The biggest
cohort (31 individuals) of FTFs in the database came
from France. The rest consisted of 10 Belgians, 4
Dutch, 3 Bulgarians, 3 Austrians and 1 British.
Austrians 6%

British 2%

Bulgarians 6%
Dutch 8%

Half of the FTFs served as regular ISIS foot soldiers
but others played different roles: officers, policemen,
propagandists, and recruiters. The dataset also
includes five individuals who were arrested while
either attempting to join the terrorist group or who
had trained with ISIS but left the territory due to
insufficient combat skills.
Of the FTFs in the dataset, 36% (20 out of 56, or
15 French, 3 Belgian, 1 British and 1 Austrian) had
a history of a pre-2015 arrest. Sixteen of these were
later convicted of their crimes and 14 served time
in prison before 2015. Thus, one could tentatively
conclude that the phenomenon of FTFs could be
even more crime-penetrated than the overall
jihadi milieu in Europe.58 The majority of these FTFs
began as petty criminals, mostly involved in theft,
but only 4 stayed at this level of criminal activity
before becoming FTFs. At the same time, 9 FTFs
committed severe crimes such as armed assault or
illegal trade involving weapons and drugs. Lastly,
the remaining criminals were convicted of terrorismrelated activities, either for attempting to illegally
enter foreign states or for planning terrorist attacks.
Due to the high tempo of terrorist attacks targeting
Europe in 2015, the FTF subset includes 33% (17 out
of 52) of the individuals-returnees who died while
staging terrorist attacks in Europe, 29% (15 out of
52) who were arrested upon their return from the
battlefields of the Middle East, and 23% (12 out of
52) who were expelled from the EU as they were
deemed a threat to the national security of one of
the 11 national case studies analysed in the project.
Finally, 15% (8 out of 52) are still fugitives who have
been tried in absentia.

Fate of Foreign Terrorist Fighters in 2015
Foreign Terrorist
Fighters
per Countries
n=52

Belgians 19%
French 59%
Figure 16: Foreign Fighters per country
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Figure 17: Fate of Foreign Terrorist Fighters in 2015
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IS THE EUROPEAN
JIHADI A SOLO ACTOR?
120 arrested in 2015

38 arrested alone

(Isolating lone arrests)

3 potentially solo actors

(Cross refferencing family
and friends involvement in
& awarness of terrorism)

29 killed in 2015

0 solo actors

(Analysis of profiles)

0 solo actors

(Cross refferencing family
and friends involvement in
& awarness of terrorism)
Figure 18: “Solo actors”

At least since 2011 and the infamous attacks
perpetrated by Anders Behring Breivik in Norway,59
the moniker of “lone wolf” (or lone actor or solo
actor) became a standout feature of the European
perception of the terrorist threat.60 It received so much
attention that seven years after Breivik’s attacks,
some of the authorities on the issue called it “the
typology that should not have been” and asked
for a “reconsideration of the utility of the lone-wolf
concept.”61 Nonetheless, given ISIS’s ongoing calls
to its supporters to attack Europe, of which some
could potentially involve just a lone attacker inspired
by the terrorist organisation’s propaganda,62 the
authors were keen to establish the true number of
“lone wolves” or solo actors amongst the dataset.
To do this, the authors took a special interest
in individuals who were arrested alone for
terrorism offences in 2015 and not as part of large
counterterrorism sweeps (none of the 2015 terrorism
attackers who died while staging an attack was
a solo actor and such information on individual
terrorism expellees is sometimes hard to come by).
The collected data show that 29% (58 out of 197)
of the jihadis were arrested alone which could
potentially mean they had been preparing terrorist
acts on their own.
Subsequent inquiries, however, indicated that
amongst the 58 lone arrestees, in 19 cases the

families of the arrestees had been aware of their
involvement in terrorism, and in 15, with some
overlap, the family members had even been
involved in terrorism themselves. What is more, in
24 of the 58 cases, close associates were involved
in terrorism activities as well. Cross-referencing the
aforementioned categories and thus isolating the
seeming solo actors with no associates, nor family
involved in or aware of their terrorism activities, leads
to the identification of 3 profiles of individuals who
could possibly be labelled solo actors (or 2% of
the total dataset). The character of the data entries
available to the project team, though, allows the
authors to conclude that the dataset as of now does
not include a single lone actor. In two out of three of
these isolated cases, the individuals were in contact
with an online community sharing ISIS propaganda
or even actively recruiting new supporters. In one
remaining case, there is solid evidence the individual
had links to a known terrorist involved in larger
networks. Based on such evidence, the authors
are of the opinion that European jihad is not the
domain of “solo actors.”
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NATIONAL
CHAPTERS
FRANCE
The French constitute the biggest single
contingent in the dataset, with 29% of the total
(58 out of 197), or 58 terrorists arrested by France,
expelled from the country, or killed in France while
staging terrorist attacks. This ratio reflects the fact
that France declares the highest number of terrorism
arrests to Europol.63 The French jihadi contingent in
the dataset is 93% (54 out of 58) male.64
The French jihadi milieu is full of individuals
previously involved in what could be called
ordinary crime: 50% of the subset (29 of the 58)
could be treated as criminals turned terrorists, as
they have a history of previous arrests.65 Moreover,
as stated by the project’s French research team in
their national report on the crime-terror overlap in
France, “the crime-terror nexus in France appears
to be composed of “in-betweeners” rather than
hardened criminals: low-to-mid-level delinquents
and “polycriminals” who seized opportunities.”66
Ten of the criminals turned terrorists went to prison
because of relatively petty offences: non-violent thefts
and burglaries. The second-largest group amongst
them (9 individuals), however, are individuals with
another, earlier terrorism arrest behind them, which
indicates their long-term presence in a terrorism
network in France and their dedication to jihadism.
A further 6 committed crimes and were later jailed
in relation to the possession of or trade in drugs or
other illegal active substances.67 In total, 33% (19 out
of 58) spent some time in prison before 2015, with
47% of this subset (or 9 out of the 19) radicalised
while serving their sentences, an indication of the
key role French prisons often play as far as this
process is concerned.
The 2015 terrorism arrests in 11 French cases in the
dataset were sparked by their “participation in any
group formed or association established with a view
to the preparation, marked by one or more material
actions, of any of the acts of terrorism participation.”68
A further 3 were arrested on charges of performing
recruitment into terrorism and the same number
for membership of a terrorism group or conspiring
with a terrorist group. The average sentence from
the judicial verdicts following the 2015 terrorism
arrests is 9 years.

Altogether, 56 of the French cases in the dataset
(97%) are EU citizens (mostly French but also
Belgian), and 11 have dual-citizenship (including
one from outside the EU); 17% (10 out of 58) were
born outside of the EU. The age range for the French
cases in the dataset is between 18 and 48 years old,
with 66% (38 out of 58) of the jihadis aged between
18 and 30. The average age of the French jihadis is
28 years old. Of the total, 55% (32 out of 58) were
unemployed in 2015, with the share slightly lower
for the criminals turned terrorists subset (52%, or 15
out of 29).
As far as their radicalisation is concerned, 34% (20
out of 58) began their journey towards jihadism
more than 5 years before their 2015 arrest, death,
or expulsion, and none in less than six months (no
cases of snap radicalisation). This is further proof of
their longstanding links to the jihadi milieu in France.
The biggest category of the French cases in the
dataset underwent a multifaceted and complex
radicalisation with some combination of: friends and
family, acquaintances, mentor/jihadi entrepreneur,
or prison playing a role in the process (29%, or 17
out of 58); 21% (12 out of 58) were radicalised almost
solely by their families and friends; and, 15% (9 out
of 58) while serving a pre-2015 prison sentence.69
So far, the dataset contains very little evidence
of radicalisation progressing solely via an online
environment.
Altogether, 53% of the cases in the French subset
are FTFs (31 out of 58), another reminder of the fact
that in recent years European jihadism has been to
a large extent not only dominated by foreign fighters
but also oriented towards recruiting individuals for
jihad in the MENA region and sending them there,
with the possibility of returning to stage attacks at
home. Interestingly, almost half of these FTFs (15
out of the 31) have previous criminal backgrounds.70
The French cases are geographically clustered,
i.e., there is a high degree of territorialisation, with
subsets of individuals from the same localities jointly
involved in illegal, i.e., either ordinary criminal or
terrorist activities. In some cases, the individuals
included in the dataset hail from localities with a high
proportion of population living under the poverty
line where a significant number of individuals often
rotate in and out of prison. This effectively normalises
the prison experience for many of the future jihadi
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alumni and their social circles. Such individuals
could then become crime-terror hybrids.71 Hardly any
of them later becomes an organised crime kingpin,
although some are involved in what effectively
could be described as micro-criminal organisations,
marked by loose and flexible structures. What is
more, the French project team observed an inverse
correlation between terrorism and it being funded
by criminal deeds, i.e., the more financial resources
a given individual gains via illegal means, the
less likely are they to invest these resources
into terrorism. In short, more successful and rich
criminals are unlikely future terrorists.
The qualitative data on the French cases points to
the fact that on many occasions a move into crime,
and then later a shift towards jihadism, can be
instigated by personal or professional failure, trauma
connected with, e.g., divorce, a broken home, or
abuse, or even competition amongst friends keen
to outdo each other in professing jihadi thoughts. In
short, personal crises may directly contribute more
to one’s radicalisation than the radical ideology itself,
but it is the latter that in many cases preys upon the
former and is able to influence a vulnerable and
impressionable individual.

UNITED KINGDOM
Based on the collected data, the authors conclude
that the British jihadi milieu to a sizeable extent
consists of individuals with criminal backgrounds.
In the dataset, 32% (10 out of 31) of the individuals
have been previously arrested for some type of
“ordinary” (i.e., non-terrorist) or petty crime but one
could hardly conclude that they had enjoyed truly
long-term criminal “careers.” Their crimes included
possession of drugs or attempted burglary. More
than half of these individuals (6 out of 10), however,
were later convicted and served their sentence in
prison before their later terrorism-related arrests
in 2015. Contrary to other studied countries, data
coming from the United Kingdom does not confirm
the theory of prisons as a breeding ground for
radicalisation, since none of the UK prisoners had
been exposed to a radical ideology during their
time in prison.
British jihadism is to a large extent a homegrown
affair. All, bar one, or 97% (30 out of 31) of the British
jihadis in the dataset are citizens of the European
Union and 26 of them are British citizens. The
average age of a British jihadi was 29 years with the
age span of 15 to 55 years. The majority was born
in the 1980s (12 jihadis) and the 1990s (12 jihadis),
and these were intent either on travelling to join
ISIS in Syria or staging attacks in the UK. The few
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older jihadis were mostly involved in collecting and
(attempting to) provide funds for ISIS.
Out of the sample, 35% of the jihadis were
unemployed (11 out of 31) at the time of their arrest.
Their education level, however, looked more
impressive than in other studied countries, with 19%
(6 out of 31) having university experience. Three
individuals in the subset even completed their
undergraduate studies.
Available data also show that the time between first
exposure to radical or extremist ideology and arrest
was longer than 5 years in 26% of the cases (8 out of
31). Taking a closer look at radicalisation factors, 45%
(14 out of 31) of the British jihadis were radicalised
by friends and family or acquaintances. Lines
between typical mentors or influencing figures
who later became friends, however, were often
blurred in the British cases, as the authors would
often pick up information about more localised
mentoring processes happening simultaneously in
different parts of the country with no overarching
radicalisation hub present. Another 45% (14 out of
31), after individual inquiries, offline or online, sought
out exposure to the ideology by themselves, and
13% (4 out of 31) were converts.
With data already available on the sentences for the
2015 arrests of studied individuals, the authors were
able to estimate the average sentence for terrorism
offences committed by the individuals in the dataset
at 8 years. This means that many of the 2015 British
terrorism arrestees will be out of prison in the early
to mid-2020s.

SPAIN
The Spanish subset consists of 31 cases, i.e., 16%
of the full dataset (31 out of 197 cases) of arrestees.
Only two of these individuals (6% of the subset)
had been arrested prior to their terrorism arrests
(29 out of 31 individuals or 93%) or expulsion for
alleged terrorism association (2 out of 31 or 7%) in
2015. Thus, the authors can conclude that the crimeterror nexus phenomenon is less pervasive in Spain
than in the other countries covered in this report,
but this finding is likely to change as the project
progresses into its second year and data on more
jihadis is collected by summer 2019.
The project’s Spanish research team underscored
the fact that if a given Spanish, or Spain-based
jihadi, since 52% (16 out of 31, 14 of them are
Moroccan citizens) do not have Spanish citizenship,
has a criminal background, then it is most usually
connected to relatively petty offences (the two
violent criminals in the dataset at the moment are
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expected to be exceptions; both later received prison
sentences and one underwent radicalisation while
incarcerated). Moreover, a connection between
organised crime and terrorism is lacking in Spain,
although back in 2014, a jihadi cell that included
a returnee FTF who participated in the conflict in
Mali was actively involved in insurance fraud. As
a significant amount of jihadis were arrested, e.g.,
for disseminating terrorist propaganda (see below
for more on the issue), they needed relatively little
money to sustain their illegal activities and mostly
financed themselves via their own salaries and
savings or benefits from the Spanish state, or
a combination of these.
Spain has a track record of a relatively high number of
terrorism arrests (second behind France in terrorism
arrest statistics maintained by Europol), followed by
an equally high number of convictions of terrorism
offences.72 As the Spanish penal code includes broad
elaborations on terrorism, it allows for a proactive,
preventive approach in which jihadi cells are
dismantled. The most voluminous category of 2015
terrorism arrests is for the offence of membership
in the terrorism organisation (11 individuals, 35% of
the subset), followed by dissemination of terrorist
propaganda (10 individuals, 32% of the subset) and
involvement with and collaboration with terrorist
organisations (5 individuals, 16% of the subset). The
average sentence received by the jihadis is 5.5
years, which means that, like France and to some
extent the UK, many of the 2015 terrorism arrestees
in Spain will be at large in the early 2020s.
Radicalisation of Spanish jihadis was: online, 8
individuals (26% of the subset, later they were all,
with one exception, arrested for spreading jihadi
propaganda and eulogising terrorism); by recruiting
agents, 8 individuals (26%); initiated radicalisation
themselves while actively seeking exposure,
4 individuals (13%); but the largest group, 11
individuals (35%), is comprised of individuals whose
radicalisation was instigated by family or friends
already active in jihadi circles. Interestingly, the time
between first exposure to a radical ideology and the
2015 terrorism arrest or expulsion is shorter in Spain
than, e.g., in France, with 8 individuals radicalised in
under two years, 5 in under one year, and 4 in under
six months. However, these were not, as sometimes
expected, “snap” processes taking days or weeks.
The demographics for Spain are no different from
the overall dataset on the European level. The
Spanish jihadi phenomenon is predominantly
male (87% or 27 out of 31 of the individuals in the
subset). The age range is from 15 to 53 years at the
time of arrest; 45% of the subset (14 out of the 31)
were between 18 and 30 years old at the time of

their arrests (average age of the Spanish jihadis in
the dataset is 28.3 years old). The picture of formal
education and job experience is as equally bleak as
in the overall European dataset. Only one Spanish
terrorism arrestee had finished high school, with
the rest only having some high school experience.
Furthermore, 39% (12 out of 31) were unemployed at
the time of the arrest.

ITALY
The Italian subset comprises 14% (27 out of 197) of
the 2015 terrorism arrestees (13 out of 27 Italian
jihadis in the subset plus one individual who is
a fugitive from justice) and individuals expelled for
alleged terrorism associations and other terrorismrelated crimes (13 out of 27 plus). Only 2, or 6% of
the subset, had been arrested prior to their 2015
terrorism arrest or expulsion (one for involvement
in human trafficking, the other for counterfeiting
documents), which indicates that the crime-terror
nexus phenomenon is not the defining feature
of the jihadi milieu in Italy. Financing of terrorist
activities happens mostly through combinations of
various sources. Two offenders used a combination
of illegal means and money collected through
charity, one combined profit from illegal activities
with a salary, and purely legal and purely illegal
means were both used in one case, respectively.
As the issue of terrorism financing shows, however,
gaps in the data on Italian jihadis exists and mostly
stem from the fact that in 48% of the subset
(13 out of 27), the Italian authorities expelled
individuals suspected of terrorism associations
to their countries of origin, as they had no Italian
citizenship. Consequently, gathering more data
on these individuals can be difficult for the Italian
project team because quite often these individuals
hardly feature in the open sources available in Italy
and it is not within the team’s capability to collect
such data from their countries of origin.
This reality is very much reflected in the statistics
related to the countries of origin of the jihadis in
the Italian subset: only 4 individuals had been born
in the EU and only 6 have EU citizenship, while 8
spent most of their lives in the EU. As with the other
national cases, the Italian jihadis are mostly male
(81% or 22 out of 27 in the subset). The age range is
from 19 to 61 years old at the time of arrest, with the
majority (20) being composed of persons between
the age of 18 and 30 (the average age of Italian
jihadis is 37 years old). Concerning employment,
there is a noticeable variance compared to the
overall dataset, as 30% (8 out of 27 in the subset)
were employed in 2015 and only 22% (6 out of 27)
unemployed. Moreover, the Italian research team
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collected qualitative evidence on the fact that some
of the unemployed worked in the grey economy, e.g.,
on building sites, without any registration. Similarly,
hard-to-quantify qualitative evidence also points to
the fact that some of the immigrant expellees who
worked in the grey economy were better-educated
and only worked in blue collar jobs in Italy due to
their illegal status in the country.
Family and friends are the prevailing agents of
radicalisation, having played a major role in 8 cases,
subsequent to 3 instances of online radicalisation in
combination with the previous category.

GREECE
The crime-terror nexus is a tangible reality that
has existed for many decades in Greece, of late
in relation to far-left terrorism (22 out of the 27, or
81%, Greek cases in the dataset could be described
as left-wing terrorists, the rest, right wing). The
Greek cases in the dataset include 46% (13 out of
28) individuals with a history of previous arrests.
Since the 1970s, members of 17N, Greece’s most
enduring and best-known terrorism group, have
accounted for many criminal acts that are unrelated
to terrorism. Interestingly, just as the case with jihadi
terrorists and recruitment into terrorist networks in
prisons, incarceration of “famous” far-left terrorists
led to an increase in terrorism recruitment within
the prison walls. The 2015 sample reflects this, as
44% (11 out of 28) of the individuals in the Greek
cases were first exposed to radical ideology
while serving their prison sentence, especially
in Korydallos prison—currently undergoing the
controversial process of “decongestion”, which sees
the likes of Dimitris Koufodinas, the chief hitman of
17N, first receiving monthly prison leaves and then
finally transferred to what was dubbed a “luxury”
open-air jail.73 Radicalisation to terrorism in Greece,
however, is not solely a prison phenomenon, as the
data show that quite often it is the family (siblings) or
even the romantic partner of a given terrorist who
fuel or jointly fuel this process, or later the terrorist
joins their loved ones in a given terrorist organisation
such as the Conspiracy of Fire Nuclei.
There are several more characteristics, apart from
the ideological backgrounds of the terrorists that
make the Greek subset distinct within the larger
dataset, project, and consequently, for this report.
The average age of the Greek terrorists is 38.3,
with the age range between 23 and 60 years old.
The available data show they are generally more
mature individuals whose decision to join a terrorist
organisation is not impulsive. Another distinct
characteristic is that 10 out of the 28 individuals
in the Greek dataset have military experience,
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a much higher percentage than in relation to the
jihadis.74
Greek criminals turned terrorists are also more
educated and older than their jihadi counterparts:
6 out of 28 completed high school, 3 completed
undergraduate studies, 2 had some postgraduate
studies experience, and their average age is 38.1
years (age range of 24-57 years old). They often
have a track record of committing numerous crimes
like theft (19% of the known Greek terrorists’ pre-2015
crimes), violent robbery (17%), or acts involving drugs
(13%). At the same time, these crimes also include
previous terrorism offences (6%) or more broadly,
acts involving weapons and explosives (15%).
Interestingly, 46% of the Greek individuals included
in the dataset had not been employed prior to
their 2015 terrorism arrests, as they financed their
terrorism activity through criminal activities such
as human trafficking, armed robbery, and theft.
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